Important Notice

- This map does not form part of the official rating information database. Wellington City Council does not guarantee that the map accurately or completely represents the rating unit.
- The position of building tops may often seem wrong, relative to boundary lines. This is because the camera was not vertically above the building.
- Accurate information relating to legal title can be obtained from Land Information New Zealand. A surveyor can provide accurate information on the boundaries for a property.
- Any person wishing to rely on the information shown on this map must independently verify the information.
- If you think there is an error on the map, email rates@wcc.govt.nz

Understanding the Aerial Photo

Rate accounts are based on rating units, but this map shows surveyed property boundaries. These boundaries may include several rating units, such as when several separate units are included within the same surveyed parcel.

Data Statement

- Parcel Boundaries Land Information NZ Licence WN 0853547/2 Crown Copyright Reserved
- Accuracy in urban areas: generally +/- 1 m
- Accuracy in rural areas: generally +/- 30 m
- High resolution colour Orthography flown March 2009, owned by Wellington City Council.
- Low resolution colour Orthography flown 10 January 2004, owned by Wellington City Council.